October's Sampler of the Month

"Forbeare Not Sowing" from Tracy/Hands to Work is a tiny, tiny
sampler (62w x 51h) that is easily finished in a few nights, just the size project that's doable at this very busy time of year. Tracy's
birds, in this and other of her designs, are simply charming. The model shown here has been stitched on Lakeside 's 40-count linen with
Belle Soie ~ the beautiful hand-grained frame was done especially for this project by CathyCampbell/Primitive Traditions from the
last of her moulding stock that remained from her previous life, and we are thrilled to be able to offer it as part of our October
Sampler of the Month.
As our October Sampler of the Month, there's one more week to save 15% on your purchase of the following: chart and linen ($15) +
silks ($39) AND/OR + frame ($38). Please specify the linen count when ordering. If your choice is 32c, we do not have this frame
style to fit it but will be happy to substitute another.

Coming in November . . .

. . . our Second Spectacular Sampler Symposium. There's a few spaces remaining and just a few more days to call the hotel and reserve
a room in our room block, through tomorrow, I believe. So don't delay in making your plans. To read all the details about this very special
weekend, Friday, November 14, 6 p.m. through mid-day on Sunday, November 16, please go to our Web site by clicking here:
http://www.atticneedlework.com/specialevents.html ~ thank you, Christy, for bringing www.atticneedlework.com up to date! In my next
life I want to be a computer guru like you, but in the meantime, I am most grateful for your expertise.

Saturday night, November 22, 6 ~ 8 p.m.

Our 11th Annual Silent Auction for Breast Cancer Research is only weeks away! We have already received nearly a hundred beautifully
created ornaments and other items, including needlework smalls and holiday decorations. Alice has donated dozens of her beautifully
handmade ornaments, wall hangings, and her own "Care Bear." Kay has made a very beautiful little tote for that special daughter or
granddaughter, with surprises inside, and a larger tote for Mom or Grandmother ~ or you! In a few weeks we'll photograph all of the
donations received to date. Put this date on your calendar and please plan to join us for this very worthwhile event, always held the
Saturday evening before Thanksgiving. As always, all of the proceeds go to the Breast Cancer Research Foundation. Here is their
mission, as posted on their Web site: Our mission is to achieve prevention and a cure for breast cancer in our lifetime by providing
critical funding for innovative clinical and translational research at leading medical centers worldwide, and increasing public
awareness about good breast health. A minimum of 85 cents of every dollar donated goes to research and awareness programs.
That is why I selected this organization to be the recipient of the money raised through your needle's work: because a high percentage
of the money raised goes to research and awareness programs. To read more about the work of this nonprofit organization, please to go
http://www.bcrfcure.org/

Classes at The Attic

Finishing Classes with Christy or Linda - Call to register.
Christy's Flat Ornament Finishing - Saturday, October 25, 10 - 12:30. Bring your stitched piece and backing fabric.
Other finishing materials will be provided. Fee: $25. There is no fee for anyone donating their finished ornament to the Silent
Auction.
Christy's Snip Basket + Thread Pallet case - Part 1 & Part 2 - postponed until a later date to be announced.

Linda's Mattress-Style Ornament Finishing - Saturday, November 1, 1:30 - 4:30 p.m.

Bring your stitched piece, backing

fabrics and ribbon to match. Other finishing materials will be provided. Fee: $30 Again, anyone donating the ornament they
finish in class will not be charged the class fee.
Linda's Ribbon Ruching - Saturday, November 8, 10:30-11:30 a.m. You can learn this easy finishing technique without
having a finished piece. It's a wonderful finish for ornaments and sewing cases. Fee: $15. (Fee does not include your ribbon.)

Other Classes

Sampler Sunday, October 26, 1 - 4 p.m. Having just returned from the fabulous "Who's Your Daddy" Winterthur weekend
of wonderful workshops, I will enjoy sharing some things that I learned from an incredible group of presenters. I came away
inspired and wanting to learn more because these types of events make it clear to me how much more there is to learn! Fee:
$10. Please call to register.

Linda's Beginning Linen, November 1, 10:30 - 12:30.

Here's the beautiful geranium bookmark, the class

project for this class with Linda, with the classic book "Linen Stitches" as the class text. You will learn basic techniques and a
wonderful edge finishing stitch, the nun's stitch, as well as stitching with overdyed threads. This class is so much more than
learning to stitch on linen ~ many invaluable tips!

What's New in the Shop

Lots! We're running out of display space on our "new" rack. Here's some of what's come in:
More adorable seasonal designs from Sandra Sullivan/Homespun Elegance:
"All About Halloween" ($8.50) features a colorful black cat sporting all things Halloween, stitched on 10c black Tula ~ or choose
to stitch the same design monochromatically, the model done on 30c Havana. Each design shows an Olde Brass charm that is also
available for $3 each.
"A Most Festive Ewe" ($9.50 with embellishment pack) is a must have for you if you love sheep, and I know many of you do ~ a
perfect pillow for your Christmas tree or as a cupboard hanger. Sandra says he is easy to finish, and it looks like even I could do
it! She says that you just turn back the raw edges and tack to a piece of felt.

"Majestic Christmas II" ($8.50) offers three sampler bordered ovals to decorate your tree, each one cuter than the next.\

Paula/Plum Street Samplers has published three new designs recently.
"Angels' Praise" ($8) has been in the shop a month, but I haven't gotten it scanned for you until now. Isn't it wonderful? The
model is stitched on 40-count Vintage Strawflower from Lakeside Linens with Needlepoint, Inc. silk. The design size is only

5.75 x 6 on 40-count, very doable!

"Tis Hallowe'en" ($8) is stitched on 36c Autumn Gold with Belle Soie ~ and "My Pretties" ($9) is a wonderful collection of smalls
stitched on several different Lakeside linens with Needlepoint, Inc.

We've been waiting for several of these to arrive because a number of you have seen them out there and asked for them, and our vendor
Norden Crafts (visit their updated Web site www.nordencrafts.com to see more designs from Country Stitches , another of the
companies that uses two names ~ on their charts it says With thy Needle & Thread ). I LOVE these designs, each one of them. Very
whimsical ~ and quick to stitch. I might leave the finishing to someone else, though.

"Gathering Acorns" ($9) is cleverly finished in the shape of an acorn, topped with some Civil War reproduction calico and a small
twig! And "ABC Pinkeep" ($9) is shown finished on an old oil can. I have my husband, aka the Great Shopper/Garage Sale Bargain
Hunter, looking for one now.

"Black Cat Sampler" ($9) is stitched on 30c Weeks' Onyx linen and sports a ruffled polka dot collar and a wool herringbone hat ~
and "Tricks & Treats" ($9) is a 97w x 120h design stitched on a cream fabric that has been "antiqued" after it was stitched to
give it a time-worn look. Of course, if you use vintage linen you can save yourself that step!

"Welcome Sampler" ($9) is stitched over 1 on 25c Dublin linen ~ I would choose 28-count Cashel myself for a bit firmer "hand"
to the linen and not much difference in the finished size. The design is 73w x 68h.. The leaves are made from wool felt. The
finished size of the pineapple "body" on 28c is 2.6 x 2.4. An adorable and petite decoration to welcome your house guests!
"Winter Wonderland" ($10.50) includes a design for framing and two adorable snowmen/ladies, all stitched over 1 on 22-count
Ariosa fabric. Stitched over 2 on 40-count would give you the approximate same finished size for all. I LOVE the snow people,
and I think the finishing of them would make a wonderful class. I'll see if we can fit this in as a finishing class before December
25. Whew! Where has the year gone?

Just*Nan and Kit & Bisby have new seasonal designs:

Just*Nan 's "Frost on the Pumpkin" ($6) is stitched on 30c Weeks' Scuppernong linen, pictured in a frame that was no longer
available by the time I got to her St. Charles' booth, so I cropped out the frame and showed it again in a Whim-Zi frame ~ there

are a number of styles and finishes available ranging in price from $12 to $19, with the higher prices for charm-embellished
frames
"All Agreed the house was haunted" ($9) from Kit & Bixby evokes some spooky Halloween images
New from Ewe & Eye:

"Eat Cake" ($8) can be personalized for a special someone's birthday ~ in their Flower Power Series, "November" ($8) ..........

......... and "December" ($8). Then an adorable new kit from Ruth/Twisted Threads, "Pumpkin House Sampler" ($16) ~ the kit
includes 32c Belfast linen, Sampler threads, and a tapestry needle ~ a great take-it-with-you project!

Also new from Twisted Threads, "My Kitchen" ($2) shown in her adorable Small House Tin Frame ($20) with a tiny sterling
silver whisk charm ($9) serving as the "I" in "Kitchen"
Two beautifully adapted-to-cross-stitch designs by The Stitching Studio from arrestingly beautiful artwork of world-famous artist
Octavio Ocampo:

"Family of Birds" ($17) and "Mouth of the Flower" ($17) are both striking examples of "art that makes you look twice." The
metamorphic artwork with optical illusions fading back and stepping forward that create the large scale images using images of
nature, butterflies, flowers, birds and a tree trunk. Both stitch counts are 184w x 260h, both shown stitched on 32c Belfast
Lavender Mist.
"Pretty in Pink" ($47) was designed by Jackie du Plessis of It's Fine-ally Finished for the Elegant Stitch as its 2008 Breast Cancer
Project, with proceeds donated to the Susan G. Komen Foundation. The kit includes everything (linen, hand-dyed silk fiber and ribbons,
wool for the needle page, beautiful beads, and Warm & Natural batting) needed to construct this beautiful needlework accessory that
opens to reveal a very special place for your favorite embroidery scissors, PLUS a waxer especially created for this project.. A complete
alphabet is included so that you can personalize this for yourself or a friend.

From Barbara/Queenstown Sampler Designs :
a new reproduction sampler, "Mary Hornor 1772," from the Collection of the Queen Anne's County Historical Society of
Centreville, Maryland.. Barbara stitched her reproduction on Lakeside's 32c Examplar with Needlepoint, Inc. silk, 174w x 201h.
Stitches include cross over one and two linen threads, eyelet, and queen stitches.
and two very charming birth samplers, "William & Kate" ($10) ~ these have been available for a bit but somehow I overlooked
these original designs of Barbara's, perfect for stitching a birth sampler for that very special child or grandchild that isn't
babyish and cutesy but will live through their ages.

And last, but certainly not least, several new items from In the Company of Friends:

Let Love Abide ($30), a soft-cover, small-format (8.5 x 5.5) publication, is a lovingly compiled documentation of the extensive
sampler collection of Marian Soss. Never before seen in any publication are 104 colorful sampler images and the insightful story
of how Marian's collection grew from a modest gift for her wedding to a truly magnificent assemblage. 100% of the profits from
this book will be donated to Mission Hospice in San Mateo, California, a favorite charity of Mrs. Soss.
Puzzle-piece threadwinders (3 for $6), these with a Quaker alphabet ~ and a matching thread palette ($6.50)
I must end this for today and get on with shipping your Liberty Hill All Hallow's Eve Sewing Boxes which arrived yesterday so that you
receive them before Hallow's Eve. It will be a busy next couple of weeks as we prepare for our busy November, with my dear John's
milestone birthday celebration next weekend, our Sampler Symposium mid-November, followed by our 11th Annual Silent Auction for
Breast Cancer Research ~ and then it's Thanksgiving!
I enjoyed a respite last weekend in the colorful countryside at the Winterthur seminar, "Who's Your Daddy," with workshops and the
exhibition focused on families in early American needlework.and how needlework can serve as the primary source material for historical
and genealogical research. With my husband's ancestor, Ann Tatnall, having her sampler pictured in the sampler "bible," American
Samplers by Bolton & Coe and Mary Lea's Westtown sampler in the Allentown Museum, I have a keen interest in the subject matter, and
enjoyed every workshop tremendously. Equally as enjoyable was seeing a number of you there, meeting some of you for the first time
and putting faces with e-mail names. It was a very special four days, topped off with meeting Cathy's extended family, including several
of her very adorable grandchildren.
Another treat for this raised-in-Wisconsin cheesehead was seeing the beginnings of Mother Nature's Autumn paintbrush.

Enjoy the last of October before we jump head first into November.

Jean Lea
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